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1. FOLLOWING IS A CONTINGENCY PAPER FOR USE BY USDEL IN
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UNCLASSIFIED
FORMAL OR INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN EAST TIMOR AND THE QUESTION OF WHETHER TO RAISE THE ISSUE IN THIS SESSION OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION. DEPARTMENT WILL PROVIDE FURTHER GUIDANCE IF AND WHEN THE ISSUE IS ACTUALLY RAISED.

2. BEGIN TEXT:

CONTINGENCY PAPER

EAST TIMOR AT THE UNHRC

AT THE 1992 UNHRC THE UNITED STATES ACTIVELY SUPPORTED ULTIMATELY SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS TO HAVE INDONESIA AND PORTUGAL AGREE TO THE TEXT OF A CHAIRMAN'S STATEMENT ON EAST TIMOR. SINCE THAT TIME TENSIONS HAVE CONTINUED IN EAST TIMOR AND BETWEEN INDONESIA AND PORTUGAL OVER THE SITUATION THERE. NONETHELESS THE UNSYG WAS ABLE TO RESUME THE PORTUGUESE/INDONESIAN DIALOGUE IN NEW YORK IN DECEMBER, AND BOTH SIDES HAVE AGREED TO MEET AGAIN UNDER UNSYG AUSPICES IN ROME IN APRIL. THERE IS EVERY HOPE, THEREFORE, THAT INDONESIA AND PORTUGAL WILL BE ABLE TO AGAIN REACH A MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE POSITION IN GENEVA THIS YEAR, ALTHOUGH ACTIVE PERSUASION ON THE PART OF THE U.S. DELEGATION WILL AGAIN BE NECESSARY.

THE EC IS EXPECTED TO INTRODUCE A RESOLUTION THIS YEAR ON EAST TIMOR. LAST YEAR, WITH THE PORTUGUESE IN THE PRESIDENCY, THE EC DID THE SAME, BUT THE LANGUAGE WAS SUCH THAT THE U.S. WAS UNABLE TO SUPPORT IT, LEADING TO THE EVENTUAL AGREEMENT ON THE CHAIRMAN'S STATEMENT INSTEAD. WE HAVE NOT YET SEEN THE TEXT OF THIS YEAR'S EC STATEMENT, AND ARE THUS UNABLE TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT WE COULD SUPPORT IT.

THE U.S. POSITION ON EAST TIMOR NOW MORE THAN EVER ACTIVELY SUPPORTS THE EFFORTS OF THE UNSYG TO ACHIEVE REAL PROGRESS IN THE INDONESIAN/PORTUGUESE TALKS. THERE ARE INDICATIONS THAT THE SYG WILL SEND SPECIAL ENVOY AMOS WAKO TO INDONESIA BEFORE THE APRIL TALKS IN ROME IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN UPDATE TO HIS PREVIOUS REPORT, AND, HOPEFULLY, TO SUGGEST CONFIDENCE BUILDING MEASURES OR OTHER STEPS TO MOVE THE DIALOGUE FORWARD.

SINCE THE 1992 UNHRC MEETING THE UNITED STATES HAS
Continued to press the Indonesians to continue to take appropriate steps in response to the November 1991 killings. The current emphasis of U.S. efforts is to press the Indonesians a) to fully account for those still missing in East Timor, b) to reduce the harsh sentences given civilian demonstrators compared with the comparatively light sentences given members of the military involved and c) to grant greater international access to East Timor. Some other members of the limited official use
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International community are also concentrating their efforts in these areas.

In November 1992 Fretilin leader Xanana Gusmao was captured by Indonesian forces in East Timor. We and others have pressed the Indonesians to respect Xanana's human rights and to assure proper access and legal representation during his trial, which is expected to occur in Dili in February. The Indonesians appear to have responded positively to these pleas, although they have not provided equally positive treatment and access to other East Timorese currently in detention, a fact which we and others have strongly criticized.

3. Paragraph for possible inclusion in U.S. delegation statement:

The human rights situation in Indonesia, including in East Timor, remains an important concern to the United States. We were encouraged by the forthrightness of the Indonesian government's initial response to the tragic shootings in Dili on November 12, 1991. We have welcomed President Soeharto's public expression of regret, the conduct of an unprecedented national investigation and the punishment of some military officers. Nevertheless, we believe that further action is necessary, most importantly a full accounting for those still missing and reductions of the harsh sentences given to the civilian demonstrators.

4. Talking points:
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--THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION THROUGHOUT INDONESIA,
INCLUDING EAST TIMOR, REMAINS AN IMPORTANT CONCERN OF THE
UNITED STATES.

--FOLLOWING THE NOVEMBER 12, 1991, INCIDENT IN EAST TIMOR,
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IMMEDIATELY CONDEMned THE EXCESSIVE
USE OF FORCE BY INDONESIAN MILITARY UNITS.

--WE WERE ENCOURAGED BY THE INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT'S
INITIAL RESPONSES TO THE TRAGIC SHOOTINGS.

--THESE RESPONSES INCLUDED AN UNPRECEDENTED NATIONAL
INVESTIGATION, PRESIDENT SOEHARTO'S PUBLIC EXPRESSIONS OF
REGRET, A CATEGORICAL STATEMENT THAT THE SHOOTINGS WERE
NOT GOVERNMENT POLICY, AND THE PUNISHMENT OF SOME MILITARY
OFFICIALS.

--WE HAVE URGED INDONESIA TO CONTINUE ITS CONSTRUCTIVE
APPROACH THROUGH A REDUCTION IN THE SENTENCES OF TIMORESE
CIVILIANS, A FULL ACCOUNTING OF THOSE STILL MISSING, AND
EXPANDED ACCESS TO EAST TIMOR BY JOURNALISTS, HUMAN RIGHTS
ORGANIZATIONS, AND MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.

--WE WOULD BE INTERESTED IN HEARING FROM THE INDONESIAN
REPRESENTATIVE WHAT STEPS HIS GOVERNMENT IS TAKING IN
THESE AREAS.

--WE COMMEND AMOS WAKO, THE SECRETARY GENERAL'S PERSONAL
REPRESENTATIVE, FOR THE CONDUCT OF HIS VISIT TO INDONESIA
AND SUPPORT HIS CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT.
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--WE ARE PLEASED THAT INDONESIA AND PORTUGAL HAVE RESUMED
THEIR DIALOGUE IN DECEMBER UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE UN
SECRETARY GENERAL, AND HAVE AGREED TO MEET AGAIN IN
APRIL. WE CONTINUE TO SEE SUCH DISCUSSIONS AS THE BEST
WAY TO RESOLVE THE TWO NATIONS' DIFFERENCES OVER EAST
TIMOR.

--NONETHELESS, HUMAN RIGHTS IN EAST TIMOR SHOULD BE
DISCUSSED AT THE UMHRC. WE BELIEVE THE DISCUSSION SHOULD
BE CONSTRUCTIVE AND BALANCED RATHER THAN CONFRONTATIONAL.
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